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What do you need a licence for?

We'll help you get the right music licence for the music product you're releasing - from CDs to newspaper covermounts. We offer music licences for a variety of products.
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                  These licences cover CDs and DVDs manufactured and distributed to the public with magazines and newspapers

The covermount licences
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                  This licence covers the supply of music to fitness instructors
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                  This licence covers you for importing audio, audio-visual, karaoke, toy and novelty products into the UK.
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                  This licence covers you for the manufacture and distribution of karaoke products.
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                  This licence covers the supply of background music services to business locations.
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                  These licences cover you for releasing audio-visual products - like DVDs - for retail sale.
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                  This licence covers you for sending music promotions to the music industry in anticipation of a CD album or single release.
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                  This licence covers music that's part of a public exhibition, specifically the process of recording the music you want playing.
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                  These licences cover the manufacture and distribution of audio-only products - like CDs and vinyl - for retail sale. 
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                  This licence covers the creation and distribution of customised music products - like backing tracks, music quiz compilations and MIDI files.
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                  This blanket licence covers the  use of music in your own CDs, DVDs and more - perfect for home movies and small personal projects. 

The LM licence
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